
H2H3 RUN #484 – Saturday 16th July 2022 

 

LOCATION:  Hua Hin Grand Hills near the Old Quarry South Side of the Pala-U Road. 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.5700873, E 99.9231225 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/aiaNLRPmW9MnAKoy8 

 

Hares:  Paddy Red Belly and Rubber Duck. 

Biermeister Team:  Jock Twat & Flash in a Pan 

Ice Man:  Tinks 

Tax Collector:  Tinks. 

 

Number of Hashers:  31 

 

The Trail  

 

 

With the forecast saying there was an 80% chance of rain the hares Paddy Red Belly and Rubber Duck we’re 

hoping to keep up their traditional trail of water, water, and more water 

but the forecast was wrong and we all had fine weather throughout.  After 

the first kilometer the trail turned to the left but yours truly (Paddy Red 

Belly had laid paper a bit too close on the right which was the runners run 

home that was rectified with a loud shout, and everybody was off on the 

proper trail.  The first check and false trail was missed as the front runners 

assumed the trail went along the fence to the right and the lucky Bastards 

were right (the false trail was uphill and a kilometer long).  Second false trail 

was picked up by Sodomy so nobody else was inconvenienced.  Whilst 

laying the trail the Hares dropped a blue trail sign which caused some 

confusion as the short walk arrow pointed towards barbed wire common 



sense prevailed and the paper was followed.  The trail then split with the short walkers following the on in and 

the runners going to play with the barbed wire.  Refreshments we’re enjoyed by all with the usual high standard 

of jokes (NOT).  Two baptism’s were performed.  On After was at Chef Jack lovely food but service a bit slow 

accompanied by table changes. 

 

Circle Down-Downs (recorded by Tinks): 

 

Hares:  Paddy Red Belly and Rubber Duck – Donga proposed a 6,7,8 

vote but the pack voted 3 although having, enjoyed the trails. 

Returners:  Ding-a-Ling 

Belated Birthdays:  Ding-a-Ling, Penny Lame 

Bastille Day Celebration:  Linda (Crack Pot), Knockout Neptune. 

Christenings:  Linda named Crack Pot and Poo (Crab) named Itchy 

Poo. 

Hash Piss:   Penny Lame – for stalwart hare of inaugural Hua Hin Full 

Moon Hash. 

Joker:  Rubber Duck – decomposing music. 

Joker:  Donga – hypnotist. 

Animal Cruelty: - Little Behind caught smacking her dog with the 

excuse that it was mosquitoes.  

Teapotting and Pocket Billiards:  Donga. 

Leavers:  Donga and Honeymoon. 

Next Week’s H2BH3 Hares:  Penny Lame and Rubber Duck – Black Mountain Water Park area.. 

 

On After: 

 

  
 

 

On On Scribe 

Paddy Red Belly 

 

 


